“Bobby Joe Ebola holds a mirror up to the best and worst things in life through their admirably twisted and intelligent humor. I love these guys and their songs … and if you’re as f***ed up as I am, you will too.” —Mike Dirnt of Green Day

“This read-along book makes me happier than a bedbug in a mattress factory.” —Keith Knight, Creator of(th)ink, the Knight Life

This band pumps out pure teenage zit rauk angst. They hit you with their catchy tunes and then bite your flesh open creating a nasty wound you will never forget! Doot doola doot doo … Bobby Joe Ebola! —Nardwaur the Human Serviette, CITR 101.9, MuchMusic.Com

“Just like a ‘Dick & Jane’ book from Hell, this tome may appear shocking but it has a lesson on every page! Sick! Twisted! Disgusting! I love it!” —Winston Smith


“I can’t recall a more fun, more inclusive, more clever and witty band than Bobby Joe Ebola. These are great tunes by great people. They win!” —Kevin Seconds of seminal punk band, 7 Seconds

Meal Deal With The Devil combines a live-song CD EP (including two “story-songs”) from the deviant San Francisco Bay Area musical satirists with an accompanying read-along storybook. An adult version of a children’s books with a record that let you know when to turn the page, Meal Deal features three brand new & exclusive Bobby Joe Ebola tracks for bratty little monsters of all ages, as well as a two ‘story songs’ tracks that you can read-along with! Chandler's detailed full-color art brings the MacNuggits’ wry, twisted humor to the page, an epic matchup that creates a hilarious carnival ride for the eyes and ears. This mutant offspring of comics and rock from the heroes of the underground is destined to be the kind of collector's item that won’t stay on the shelf! ISBN 9781621066680
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A boutique multi media project that record and comics aficionados will find entertaining—from hyper-detailed illustrations by artist Jason Chandler which offer new laughs upon multiple viewings. Dan Abbott and Corbett Redford grew up in the suburban wasteland of Pinole, CA (or haven’t grown up at all, depending on who you ask) and became intimately familiar with strip-mall food service jobs there. Since 1995 they have been making music and trouble as the satiric folk-rock duo Bobby Joe Ebola and the Children MacNuggits, which has ruined otherwise pleasant evenings for thousands of unsuspecting concertgoers. The band tours the world often and has possibly become a little too used to the smell of one another. Their newest record, Trainwreck To Narnia, is available through Rooftop Comedy Productions. The two somehow manage to afford to live in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Jason Chandler isn’t a bad guy, he just draws that way. He’s designed all of the records and merchandise for his own band The Frustrators. He’s designed skateboards for Nobyl. He’s designed books for Keith Knight. He works in a cold bunker in San Francisco. Immature adults and unsupervised children can visit him at facebook.com/HorribleComics. And he’s quite pleased to be working with Bobby Joe Ebola these days (this is his first book ever - hi mom!).

One of the most charming and adorable publishing houses in the U.S., Microcosm Publishing was founded in 1996 and over the years has developed a reputation for teaching self-empowerment, showing hidden histories, and fostering creativity. Now based in Portland, OR. Microcosm continues to challenge conventional publishing wisdom, influencing other publishers large and small with books and bookettes about DIY skills, food, zines, and art. Microcosm constantly strives to be recognized for our spirit, creativity, and value.